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The Alumni Quarterly
OF THE I . S . N . V.

Volume V

NOVEMBER, 1916

Number 4

OUR LEGISLATIV BUDGET
DAVID FELMLEY

T he Normal University wil request from the Fiftieth General Assembly an appropriation for the next biennium of $737,385, a n increase of 62 per cent over the appropriations of the last General Assembly. This increase is in part due to the growth of the school, in
part to the development of new forms of aid that the school is giving
to the teachers of the state.
The past two years hav been years of unprecedented growth at
Normal. We now hav seven students in the normal school and
teachers college where we had five two years ago. Some departments
ar not full to their capacity. 'Ne could double our enrolment of special students of Art, Music, Agriculture, and Commerce with no additional teachers, and with little increase in equipment or operating expense. But in Domestic Science, Domestic A rt, Manual Training, and
the Kindergarten-Primary curriculum wear to the limit of our capacity, while in many of the ordinary branches classes ar crowded and
teachers overworkt.
We hav assignd to 186 students classes to teach for the winter
term, fifty-three in the University High School. Eighteen of these
teach a full half-day. We hav over two hundred students in our
senior class, candidates fo r graduation in the summer of 1917. In
1915 we graduated 120.
The contract recently made with the State Board of Administration by which we hav added over four hundred children to our training
school without a cent of expense to the Normal University, wil provide
ample training-school facilit ies for several years to come even at our
present rate of growth. But for our student body we need more
teachers and mor e class-rooms. It is the new bilclings that ar needed
NOW, that causes the sixty-two per cent increase in as kings against
the forty per cent increase in numbers.
'Ne ask for $174,100 per annum for salaries and wages, an in-
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crease of 23½ per cent. Six per cent of this increase is for higher
salaries and wages for the present teachers and employes. We propose
to pay our janitors and firemen $800 per year, surely little enuf for a
man with a family. T wenty-five years ago professors in this institution receivd $2,000 for thirty-nine weeks, now they receiv $2,500 for
forty-two weeks, an increase per week of sixteen per cent. Women
hav fared somewhat better. Then they receivd as assistants, teachers
in minor departments and critic teachers $1,000 per year; now in
these positions they average $ 1,466, or thirty-six per cent more than
in 1891. Yet all students of comparativ prices estimate the rise in the
cost of living in this quarter century at from fifty-three to ninety-one
per cent.
We need to add to our staff of instruction additional teachers of
psychology, English, science, and mathematics, and an additional
teacher in the high school. We now employ one full-time extension
teacher, altho seven others ar teaching ten extension classes. The enrolment in these classes is 677. The added expense to the institution
for instruction is, this year, $2.47 per student. The expense to the
student averages $3.80 for fee and textbooks. This seems a light expenditure, when we consider the profit that wil come to the school
where these studies ar diligently pursued. vVe now hav twenty-seven
classes in twenty cities. \,Ve were unable to supply twenty-eight other
cities which applied for classes. We expect this work to grow and a r
proposing to put two more full-time teachers in the field.
Vv e propose also to organize correspondence courses for country
teachers and others who cannot attend at the extension centers. We
:;ha! appoint a director fo r this work.
Vve shal need at least two more summer-school teachers at Normal. Vve propose also to establish three auxiliary summer schools for
young teachers, putting five competent teachers in charge of each.

V,,1e ask also $500 for lecturers and $ 1,200 for student assistants.
We expect to employ students more largely upon the campus and in the
library and to add one clerk for servis in the Thomas Metcalf bilding.
T his expansion of our payroll for teachers and employes amounts to
seventeen and one-half per cent.
For fuel, water, light, and power, for supplies of all kinds, for
printing, postage and advertizing, for transportation and communication, for the care of our grounds, for the expenses of the Board of
Education, for rent of bildings and for miscellaneous expenses we ask
$19,872 per annum, an increase of $4212, or twenty-seven per cent
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over the actual expenditures for these purposes in the year 1915-16.
This increast appropriation is necessary, partly because of the growth
of the school, partly because of the higher cost of paper, chemicals,
and many other supplies.
For general repairs we ask $3,500 per annum.
For offis and school furniture and equipment, and for books for
the library, we ask $17,340. Most of this is for the proposed new
gymnasium and new science hall.
For equipping and furnishing the ·woman's Residence H all we
ask $28,500. This includes elevator, electric fixtures, telefone, refrigerating machinery, laundry equipment, kitchen and dining-room equipment, besides rugs and carpets, bedding and linens, curtains and
furniture.
Two years ago we askt for $150,000 to bild a woman's dormitory.
This sum would hav been sufficient to erect the bilding as it was pland
at the prices of bilding materials and labor then prevailing. But the
appropriation was cut to $95,000. '-Ne wer obliged to cheapen the
bilding and to leav off the porches and south wing. The state a rchitect estimates the present cost of these additions at $51,500. F or
this we ar asking.
Vle need more class rooms. Eleven of our regular teachers hav
no class rooms that they may call their own, but ar obliged to teach,
now here, now there, ·where a vacant class room may be found. Consequently almost every class room is occupied by classes all day, and
the teachers hav no place to work, or to meet students in private
conference.
The work in science is now scattercl thru three bildings, making
it necessary to duplicate some apparatus and to carry apparatus and
material back and forth. It is proposed to erect one large bilding devoting the upper floor to chemistry, the second floor to biology, the
lower floor to physics. Such a bilding with ample laboratories, class
rooms and offises may be erected for $145,000.
The growth of the school combined with the new emfasis upon
physical education makes our gymnasium facilities altogether inadequate. The present gymnasium was erected twenty years ago and has
been used for both sexes. We now propose a separate gymnasium,
located near the athletic field for the 320 young men in the normal
school and university high school, estimated cost $70,000.
For an additional boiler, steam tunnels, and piping for these new
bildings we ask $15,000.
For drives and walks we ask $2,600.
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For remodeling the old heating plant so as to fit it for classes in
the Industrial Arts we ask $5,000.
For paving Main street from Sudduth Road to Willow street, and
also the last bJo-ck on ·west Mulberry street, a total University frontage
of 1970 feet, $7,500.
vVe print this article to acquaint our alumni with the growth and
needs of the institution, and also to secure their intelligent co-operation in informing their local representativ, and enlisting their support
for this bill. The Old Normal is the oldest of the state's educational
mstitutions, and is stil conducted with the lowest per capita cost. We
hav a great past and shal achiev a great future, if we address ourselvs
to our problems with the zeal and the wisdom of the fathers of fifty
years ago.

THE COST OF LIVING
0 . L. MANCHESTER

The cost of living is a matter of the prices we hav to pay for
commodities and for labor. It rises and falls with the general price
level. Our study, then, is one of prices. What ar the principles that
govern their fluctuations? Can these be illustrated historically?
What has been the general course of price changes during the last few
decades and more especially during these last two or three years?
\ ,Vhat has been the effect of the war, and what may we expect when it
ends? vVhat ar the effects of such price changes upon human welfare?
These ar the questions we shal attempt to answer.
The only media of exchange of consequence ar money and bank
deposits subject to check. Money is of two kinds, primary and
fiduciary. Primary money contains its face value in metal. The
worth of the gold piece, for example, as coin or bullion is the same.
This balance is preservd thru free coinage. F iduciary money depends
for its acceptance upon the faith of the people that the government wil
redeem it or that the holder can unload it upon some one else. Such
ar our paper and our silver money. Of the circulating medium of the
U nited States more than three-fourths consists of bank deposits subject to check and of the other fourth one-half is primary and the
other half fiduciary money.
The purchasing power of money is the reciprocal of the general
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price level. T he general price level depends upon three things : the
amount of money in circulation, the rapidity of the circulation or t he
frequency of the turnover, and the amount of exchanging or of moneywork to be done. If the amount of our money should be doubled and
it circulated no more rapidly than before, trade remaining the same,
prices would be doubled. If insted of doubling the amount of money
in circulation we doubled the rapidity of its circulation, trade remaining the same, prices would hav been doubled. Upon the other hand
if the amount of trading should be doubled, the amount of money and
the rate of circulation remaining unchanged, prices would be halvd.
All of this is easy enuf. If M may stand for the volume of money in
circulation, V for the rate of its turnover, T for trade, and P for the
price per unit of the same, then MV=PT. P rices wil vary directly
with M or with V, but inversely with T.
So far we hav neglected deposit currency. More and more the
business of the world is carried on by the use of checks. Receiving a
piece of paper, leaving the same at the bank, distributing other pieces
of paper, has become a sort of formal thing gone thru with regularly
by each of us at the encl of every month. Now if we let N represent
the amount of bank deposits subject to check and \V the rate of turnover of the same, then our equation of exchange becomes MV N\.-V=
PT.
As business men keep a fairly constant ratio between their cash
on hand and their deposits, as deposits vary almost exactly with the
amount of money in circulation, the inclusion of bank deposits subject
to check in the circulating medium, disturbs very little the significance
of the amount of money in circulation in reference to the general price
level. Other things remaining the same as M rises, so, too, will P and
vice versa. But just what ar the forces that, acting upon these various
factors, by so acting raise or lower prices?
Localization in industry and division of labor tend to increase T .
A community of Crusoes would feel no need of exchange. Contrivances that abridge distance and annihilate t ime, further trade, as
do good banking arrangements and an efficient credit systtrn. Likewise, business confidence and integrity. All these things increase T
and tend to pull prices down.
V, or the rapidity of the turnover of money, is affected by the
habits of individuals. It is slow among a people who keep their
hordes in old stockings. The spendthrift furthers exchange more than
the miser. Getting things charged and paying once a month economizes money and tencls to raise prices. Paying cash always involvs
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carrying a large margin for unforeseen contingencies. Paying by
check once a month economizes money. This is a habit that has been
growing upon the American people and it tends to raise prices.
The use of deposit currency is a matter of the state of knowledge
and the habits of the people. A system of banking must be devised
and the people must get the banking habit. Banks try to teach this
habit to school children in the belief that he who banks when he is
young wil bank when he becomes older and probably at the same place.
Depositing one's resources, charging things, settling by check, is, in
Europe, stil in its infancy. In America the prevalence of this habit
tends to raise prices.
Next, as to M. If money is plentiful in this c0tmtry prices wil
be high and this wil be a good country to sel in. Imports wil increase
and exports decrease. The balance wil pour out in gold until, M being
reduced, P falls. If there is a derth of money here imports wil
dwindle, exports increase, gold pour in until prices rise. M, too, is
fed from the mines. If gold is scarce and appreciates, production wil
be increast. If there is an abundance of gold and prices high, mines
wil be half-workt until prices fall. It is sometimes objected that increasing M will reduce V and thus leav P unchanged. There seems to
be little foundation for such a belief. Having two dollars where I
formerly had one the two wil burn in my pocket until they ar spent or
deposited just as one did. I shal carry no larger proportion of my
resources on hand than before.
Again, it might be suggested that it wil be T that is doubled and
not P . In other words, that doubling the amount of money wil stimulate and finally double trade and involv no change in prices. It is
admitted that an increase in the amount of money wil stimulate trade
temporarily, but how as to the niore permanent effect? W il a country
whose circulating medium has been doubled enjoy twice as much business? Put thus squarely the very question seems absurd. Acres wil
produce no more corn because more greenbacks ar in circulation.
Neither pigs nor steers wil fatten faster because the silver dollar in
my pocket has fo und a mate. Railroad trains wil nm no faster and
carry no hevier loads, the lawyer wil plead no more eloquently, and
the surgeon cut no more surely, because there is more money in circulation. Production and exchange ar the result of natural resources,
the state of knowledge and its application, and the accumulation of
capital. They ar independent of any plethora of gold.
It is time that we turn to history for confirmation of our theory.
In 1492 America was discoverd. Cortez plunderd Mexico and P izarro
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did as much for Peru. By 1550 the flow of silver into the hands of
civilized men was at four times its previous rate. Prices finally rose
thruout Europe until those of 1800 wer three times those of 1492.
Then with a lull in the production of the precious metals and with the
volume of trade constantly increasing, prices fell. After the discovery
of gold in California and Australia they rose again until the erly
seventies. Then the output of gold and silver slackend and the latter
was discarded as a primary money metal. The stock of money thenceforth did not keep up with the increase in trade, and prices fell. Bedrock was reacht in '96 and '97. An increast production of gold after
that time turnd the scale again and from then until now prices hav
been rising. It would be as easy to illustrate the principle that the
amount of money largely deterrnins prices from episodes selected here
and there in the history of paper currencies. French assignats, American colonial paper money, greenbacks during the time of the Civil
\,Var, Bank of England notes during the Napoleonic wars, all depreciated when overissued.
Thus by deductiv or a priori argument and by historical evidence
alike the validity of our equation of exchange is sufficiently proved.
The most convincing confirmation, however, is found in a direction
that can only be mentiond here. Each of these five magnitudes, M,
N, V, \i\T., and T is mesurable for any given year. Thus the equation
of exchange can be solvd for P and we can compare the figure fo r
prices thus obtaind with the figure given for the same year by any one
of our principal index systems for showing changes in price levels.
There ar five of these systems in use in t he United States. Having
figured to his hart's content upon atomic weights, atmosferic pressure,
the precession of the equinoxes, the distances of the hevenly bodies,
man has finally decided to do a little figuring upon what concerns him
most- the cost of living. H is principal reliance in this investigation
is the index system of prices. The index systems of tI-ie United
States Bureau of Labor statistics cover wholesale prices from 1890
to the present time. They ar computed both as weighted and as unweighted averages of relativ prices figured upon the prices of 1890
to '99 as a basis. A sort of natural weighting is attempted by giving
to the more important articles several representativf in the total list
of some three hundred commodities. Thus wheat i~ figured raw, in
two kinds of crackers, in two kinds of flour, and two kinds of bred.
Tea is counted but once. More recently the Bureau is giving to each
article a weight proportionate to the entire trade in the country of
that article.
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DUN'S INDEX J\JUMBERS·
Showing the rise in prices since the beginning of the present European war
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Bradstreeet's index number is the sum of the prices per pound of
about one hundred representativ articles. Dun's index number is obtaind by adding the cost cf a year's supply for one indi¥idual of about
two hundred representativ articles and dividing the sum total by the
number of articles. The New York Annalist's index number is the
average of the relativ prices of twenty-five principal food articles, so
selected as to represent a theoretic food budget of a typical family.
Considering the differences among the ways of their derivation, it wil
be admitted undoutedly that these index series agree remarkably we!.
It may be askt which of these is the best guide. The answer is, that
depends upon what you ar looking for. The Annalist index would not
be a good index of busi ness conditions. It is a fair indicator of
changes in the cost of living for a family of very moderate means.
Dun's index is perhaps the best cost-of-living guide. If we ar seeking
to demonstrate our equation of exchange simply, the index of the
Bureau of Labor Statistics is probably the best. From an inspection
of these various sources of information we may conclude that according to Dun there was a jump in the cost of living from 1896 or '97
to the month just before the beginning of the present war of 62o/o.
The Bureau of Labor figures show a rise of 50o/o. Bradstreet makes
it 52o/o and the Annalist for food products only 82¼ o/o. Probably it
is safe to conclude that the rise in the cost of living between the erlier
and the later date mentiond is somewhere between 60 and 65o/o .
The final way to check up our conclusion is to see in how far it
tallies with our own recollection. But here space fails. I cannot stop
to recount that we used to buy any sort of chicken for a quarter, hire
a good girl to do general housework, washing and ironing induded for
$3 a week or even less, that flour was once 90c a sack, that we paid a
man fo r work 12¼c an hour, that hard coal was $5.75 a ton, steak
10 to 12c a pound, and liver to be had fo r the asking. All of this seems
like an impossible dream now.
The causes of this momentous rise in prices we hav analyzed.
The money in circulation has more than doubled, the rate of its turnover has increast one-sixth, the amount o f deposit currency has multiplied by more than three and the rate of its circulation has increast
nearly one-half. All these things make for higher prices, and higher
prices we hav, altho trade has increast.
So much then for the theory of prices. Some of you may be
sorely disappointed. You expected an attack upon the Beef Trust,
the Steel Trust, The Standard Oil Company, this or that political party, the railroad, the farmer, the middleman, the labor union, the tariff.
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Such a treatment would hav been impossible here. A decent respect
for our readers demands-dry or not dry-a discussion of fundamentals. Only fundamental theory can explain adequately such great and
continuous general price movements. But a theory is of little value
without applications. \ i\!hat, then, has been the effect of the price
movement we hav been studying? Here we may be very brief.
I hav in mind the bed of a department in a certain school. Twenty years ago he receivd $2,000 a year and he now gets $2,500. Then
he taught thirty-nine ·weeks, now he teaches forty-two weeks. Then
he receivd for a week's work $61.28. Now he receivs $59.52. But
money is only a medium of exchange. \i\Then translated into goods our
professor's pay wil go in 1914 only five-eighths as fa, as in 1896, for
prices of goods ar up 60%. That $59.52 sh rinks to $37.20 in the
purchasing power of goods at the prices of '96 or '97. Our teacher
would hav fared as we! if prices had remaind at their forme r level and
his salary had been cut from $51.28 to $37.20 per week. His real
salary during the period co'nsiderd, when mesured in goods, has been
reduced 27.4%. This is the whole thing in a nut she!.
Did I say we had the whole thing in a nut she!? We hav not. It
remains to consider the effects of the war. In the current number of
the Literary Digest there is a remarkable fotograf : a workman in the
United States Assay offis in New York City, with a common scoop
shovel in his hand, is engaged in shoveling foren gold coins into the
furnace to be melted up and later converted into Uncle Sam's bars or
money. That man might work a hundred days and scoop up no more
gold than has come to us within these two years of war. Such is the
toll we hav levied upon the carnage in Europe.
Since this war began the foren~r has returnd securities to us
from abroad and liquidated holdings here, to the aggregate of one and
three-quarters billion of dollars. He has shipt us three-fourths of a
billion in gold. Our exports in return this calendar year wil reach the
enormous total of five and one-half billion-much more than twice
what they ever amounted to in any one year before the war. \i\Te ar
certainly prosperous. Since July 1, 1914, gold and gold certificates
hav added half a billion to our circulating medium and two hundred
million dollars in federal reserv notes hav made their debut. The per
capita circulation of the country has jumpt from thirty-three dollars
and ninety-six cents to forty-one dollars eighteen cents, a leap of
twenty-one per cent. V-le certainly should be prosperous. Bank deposit hav gone up. Those of the New York Clearing H ouse Banks
hav increast sixty-five per cent. Their loans and deposit currency hav
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done approximately the same, which fact is attested to by the total in
bank clearings-forty per cent greater this year than last. The United
States Steel Company is enormously behind its orders, tho the production of pig iron has doubled. Our iron and steel exports hav risen
from ten millions of dollars worth per month to ninety millions of
dollars worth per month. A Chicago mail order house recently took
in a million dollars in one day. These must be times worth living in.
There is a shortage of sixty-one thousand freight cars. The price of
copper and of copper stocks has mounted skyward. Railroad ernings
show a twenty per cent net increase compared with those of a year
ago. vVho could <lout that we ar prosperous ? But the National
City Bank of New York in its summary for October remarks, "The
one unsatisfactory feature of the general situation is the rise in the cost
of living which is unq1iestionably bearing hevily upon the people with
smal incomes." Yet the great financial institution does not leav us comfortless. It adds that prices may some time be lower and that the consumer may hav his inning by and by, "If he can only hold out till that
time comes." Dun's index numbers show that prices of meats wer ten
per cent higher November 1, 1916, than July l, 1914; dairy and garden
products forty-one per cent higher; bredstuffs seventy-four per cent
higher; other foods twenty-five per cent higher; clothing forty per
cent higher; miscellaneous articles twenty per cent higher; metals
twenty-eight per cent higher; and all articles combiner! thirty-eight per
cent higher. These figures afford the best available information as to
the rise in the cost of living since the month just before the war began.
Nor does there seem to be any hope of immediate relief. Gold is
stil coming to us as never before. So long as the war lasts it wil continue to do so. \i\That may happen after the war, it might be hazardous
to attempt to say, but if we hav correctly analyzed the cause of the .
prevailing high price level it is hard to see how after the war there can
be for some time any very considerable fall in prices. U ndoutedly
some few things wil go down greatly but there is little prospect that
the general price level wil be greatly affected. The general price level
can fail only because of an increase in trade or a decrease in the circulating medium or in the rate of its turnover. Getting rid of our gold
thru the settlement of adverse trade balances wil be slow work, especially as there may not be any adverse trade balances hereafter. Interest payments wil be bound this way insted of to Europe. L oaning
to foreners wil be a playd-out game by the time the war closes. Tracie
after the war wil decline rather than decrease. Nor is there any good
reason to expect much change in V or in W.
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My conclusion shal be brief and crisp as the approach to it has
been long and tedious. It is this: I do not believ there is any salary
paid in this institution, excepting only that of the president, that wil be
sufficient to support in becoming manner during the next two years a
family of five or six members.

ORPHANS' HOME. SCHOOL ADDED TO THE TRAINING SCHOOL

Erly in the spring of 1916 the State Board of Education and the
State Board of Administration enterd into an agreement which made
the first, fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth grades of the State O rphans'
Home School a part of the Training School of the Illinois State Normal University. It is also pland that the T raining School shal take
over the remaining grades of the Home school at the beginning of the
~chool year of 1917.
At the present time there ar four hundred seventy children being
rared for at the Home. Ninety of these ar the children of Civil War
veterans ; one hundred ten of them ar the children of Spanish War
veterans, and two hundred seventy ar dependent children who hav
been sent to the H ome by the county judges of the counties from which
they come, or by the supervizors of the townships from which they
come. Twenty-five of the children ar under four years of age· and ar
in what is cald the nursery department ; forty-nine a r four or five
years old and ar in the kindergarten department, and all the rest, with
the exception of thirteen who attend the University High school, ar
distributed somewhat unequally thruout the eight grades of the grade
school, as follows : Grade one, 90; grade five, 21; grade six, 30; grade
seven, 37, and grade eight, 10.
Mr. Harvey White, '15, who has had an extended experience as
superintendent of schools in several of the better smaller cities of the
state, is acting as principal of the school and critic teacher_of the fou r
upper grades, and Miss J ennie Blackburn, T. C. '16, is critic teacher
of the first grade. During the present fall term, twenty student
teachers from the U niversity hav had charge of classes. Two student
teachers ar assignd to a room at the same time, and each spel,'.lds a halfday in the school teaching the various classes that recite during that
time. For this work, the student is given two teaching credits and is
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supposed to carry two majors at the U niversity besides this. The two
student teachers in charge of a room take turns about · in conducting
classes and in helping the children with their seat work. This plan of
work is quite different from that in the regular Training school on the
campus, and, in fact, is very much more like the work in the public
schools for which the students ar preparing.
This new department of the Training School acids further variety
and opportunity for the student body and faculty of the University in
that it givs them an opportunity to study and become acquainted with
the orphanage ·problem. It would be difficult to estimate the great
social good that may come from the fact that thru this school a large
number of the teachers of the state may gain a sympathetic understanding of this g reat problem. On the other hand, it is doutless true _
that the Normal school wil be able to make some substantial contributions toward giving these unfortunate wards of the state a better
preparation for useful citizenship than has been given to such children
in former years. Mr. "White is a kindly, sympathetic, and studious
man. In a talk which he recently gave before the Social Scien.ce Club
of the University, he indicated plainly that he alredy has a firm grasp
on the essential problems of the situation, and we all anticipate some
splendid achievements. Miss Blackburn has an attractiv personality
and unbounded enthusiasm in her work This spirit seems to hav been
caught also by the student teachers who hav been working at the
Home, and even tho it means some sacrifice of time, Mr. Turner has
no difficulty in finding plenty of students who ar willing to make the
sacrifice.
Mr. White seems to think that the hart of the orphanage problem
lies in the fact that there ar too many chi.lclren for th<' number of
g rown persons, and too much uniformity and routine at the expense of
individual freedom and caprice. He says that the children long for
some one to talk to, and he feels that a great void would br file! in their
iives if they could be taken in small groups on long walks; if they could
go fishing, or hunting, or nutting; and if they could be taken more
frequently to the parks and down town, and to visit with private families. He says that the children hav the best of food and all 1"he physical
comforts, and even tho they do much of the work about the institution,
such as dish washing, sweeping and scrubbing the bilding, :md cultivating the ninety-six acres of land, he thinks that the work they do is no
more of a burden than that of any ordinary child who livs with his
parents on a farm and helps with the house work or farm work. In
fact, he thinks that this sort of work is not a burden at all but a good
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thing for the child. The thing that is lacking about the work is that
it is not adequately supervized. E ven tho there ar now eighty adults
employd at the Home, there ar not enuf to go around for so
many children. As a consequence, the children can not be taught to
do their work we!, and doing it poorly, they naturally Jack interest in
it and it becomes more or less of drugery.
·
This need for a larger number of adults for the children to become acquainted with and to talk to wil be largely supplied by the student teachers, and it is possible that the excursion idea may be workt
out thru student teachers, and also the supervizion of the work. All
things cortsiderd, it seems perfectly evident that this new arrangement
wil prove to be of great benefit to both institutions and it is · strange
that it had not been brought about long ago.

THE GROWTH OF THE SCHOOL

The present enrolment in the Normal School and Teachers' College is 834. This is just about a hundred more than at the same time a
year ago, and more than two hundred more than two years ago. The
2286 students who crowded our bildings duri ng the first summer
term last summer, wer more than 450 more numerous than those of
the summer before; 513 students wer enrold in our extension courses
during the whole of last year, but we alredy hav 677 enrold in these
classes t his year, and, as mentiond in another article, we wer compeld
to refuse extension servis to twenty-eight cities of the state who askt it.
Reports indicate that the other normal schools of the state ar experiencing a similar growth and a ll either hav organized extension departments or ar planning to do so. All this goes to show that we a r
entering on a new era in Illinois in the matter of normal training for
teachers. In the past, the normal schools hav affected directly a very
s1nall percentage of the teache1·s of the state. So small, indeed. was
this percentage that the influence of the normal schools on the teaching
in the common schools \\·as la rgely a second-hand, or indirect. influence. The few normal traind te;ichers in the various communities of
the state servd as models for those without this training, thus passing
on the influence of the normal school thru discussions al teachers'
meetings and other means of exchange. Vv e seem now to be entering
on an era in which the great majority of the teachers in the common
schools ar to hav some direct contact with th~ normal schools. In
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other words. the dream of the fathers of the normal school idea seems
about to be realized after about two generations ·of struggle.
This turning point in educational history is only one phase of a
general movement in society for the development of the higher side of
life and the adjustment of the finer and more obscure relations that
exist between man and man. The whole movement is an outgrowth of
the fact that we hav past the pioneer clays and won our economic independence. Only a generation ago, almost every one in rural communities was poor, and the support of high schools would hav been too
great a burden fo r most communities. The young people of that day
could hardly hav spared the time to attend high schools had they existed, and any education beyond the common schools was secured in
most cases thru the greatest sacrifice. Now, all this is changed and
almost every one finds it financially possible to giv his children a high
school education, and communities find the support o f high schools an
almost trivial item among their other expenses. vVe now require by
law that parents shal keep their children in school until they are fourteen years of age, and we ar about to extend this time to sixteen years.
vVe ar also about to take the step that wil make every acre of land in
Illinois a part of a high school district and put the home of every child
within such a district.
\i\Tith the high schools giving much of the academic training that
the normal schools wer formerly required to giv to their students, the
high school graduate of today finds himself much nearer the goal of a
professional preparation for teaching than did his father before him
and he has more means with which to finish this preparation. It is this
general economic condition that is fundamental in turning each year
larger and larger numbers of the young people of the state into the
normal schools as we! as into the other institutions of higher lerning.
The new certificating law may, in individual cases, serv as the direct
stimulation to attend the normal school, but this law is not the fundamental cause. The law, like most other laws that work, is rather the
expression of what had alrecly become a fact thru a gradual development.
Not on_ly ar the young people of the state willing and able, in
larger and larger numbers, to avail themselvs of normal training before entering the profession of teaching, but those who aspire to teach
in high schools a r more and more wi lling and able to make the more
extended preparation that that work requires. The normal schools
wer originally organized, primarily for the preparation of teachers for
the grade schools, but as a matter of fact, a very large percentage of
the small number of erly normal graduates became the superintendents
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and principals and teachers of the few high schools tl1at then existed.
This was because other agencies for the preparation of high school
teachers did not exist, or wer entirely inadequate. With the growth of
colleges and universities most of the high school teachers hav come to
be drawn from these sources, but these sources of high-school teacher$
hav never kept pace with the growth of the high schools so far as numbers ar concernd and they never hav been satisfactory in the matter of
the quality of their training. As a result of these facts, even to thi s
day, many normal graduates, with the admitted lack in the extent of
their training, a r drafted as high-school teachers. It seems that the
quality of their training makes up, in a mesure, for its lack in quantity. This drafting of "half-baked" teachers for the high schools wil
cease just as soon as we hav adequate facilities for thf preparations of
"fully baked" and "well baked" ones to take their places. Now, no
one is more fully aware of the fact that a normal graduate who has
done but two years of work beyond the high school, is not properly
prepared fo r high-school teachi ng than does the normal graduate himself, and he stands recly and willing and able to make adequate preparation for his work, just as soon as the high schools can wait for him
to do it, and just as fast as facilities ar provided to giv him the kind
of training he needs.
There seems to be no lack in the willingness and the ability of the
coming teacher to make of himself the kind of teacher that he ought
to be, no matter whether he be a teacher in the grades or in the high
school. Consequently, it is for the state to realize its golden opportunity of having the kind of schools it ought to hav by providing adequate facilities for the training of teachers for all classes of public
work. The normal schools. and teachers' college, supported by the state.
should no longer be lookt upon as places in which to prepare a few
sample teachers to set the example for the rest, but they should be
lookt upon as the sources of supply fo r all the schools of the state.
All the normal schools ar asking for greatly increast appropriations.
Their askings ar in harmony with the tendencies and the needs of the
times and they should not be denied.

PHILADELPHIA VICTORIOUS

The Philadelphian Society won the fifty-sixth annual contest by
the score of five to two. The v\Trightonians won the oration and the
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reading, while the Phils won the other points. The decisions on the
debate and on t he essay wer unanimous, while all the others·wer two to
one decisions. Practically every point was so closely contested that,
with the audience, it was anybody's victory until the decisions vver announst, and on the whole it was probably the best contest held in several years.
T he joint contest committee which arranged the details of the
evening program is to be congratulated for having eliminated the football tactics on the part of the audience. Cheering was limited to hand
clapping, and the whole program was pervaded by an air of dignity
that has been decidedly lacking in some recent contests.
Another innovation consisted of a joint banquet following the
contest. The separate banquets of the two societies hav seemingly
had their day and given place to a higher type of civilization. One
further change in this feature would still further improve it, and that
would be to hold it on some other evening than the night of the contest. T he long strain of a four-hour contest, followd by a two-hour
banquet, hardly seems to be a necessary or desirable indulgence any
more.
In last year's contest, the Philadelphians forfeited the instrument
solo number because of the illness of their contestant. Illness again
attackt their ranks this year, and only a few hours before the contest
it was necessary for them to elect Miss Bessie Cash as contestant in
vocal music to take the place of Miss J essie Freeman, who vvas unable
to appear. T he winning of this point is a high compliment to Miss
Cash.
The record of contests up to date shows that the PhiJadelphians
hav won twenty-five contests, with a total of 187 points, while the
Wrightonians hav won twenty-eight contests with a total of 183 points.
The Philaclelphians wer winners this year in all the athletic contests, winning the girls' hockey game and both the girls' and the boys'
basketball games.
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It is we! known that poets often
receiv the inspiration to write a poem
fro m
unexpected
Mr. Beyer's
sources and from
Ford
trivial and commo nplace
occurrences.
For example, nothing could be more
common-place in these days than for
a member of the I. S. N . U . faculty
to become the possessor of a new automobile. And yet, it was just a simple occurrence like this that servd as
the ins piration for the most talkt of
and generally red poem (?) that has
originated in our midst in many a clay.
This p roduction appeard in the Vidette of October 25, but the perpetrator of the offense is stil unkno wn and
probably w il remain unknown, especially to Mr Beyer, as long as he can.
The Quarterly takes the responsibility o f giving it wider circulation.
My muthern law cum and fetcht me
a fliver,

A Henry, a road louse, to shake up my
liver.
I t cum in a trunk and I put her together
An' set clown to wait fer some decent
fine weather.
The snow it was falli n' an' rainin' as
well,
An' into o ur /liver the water it fe ll,
So I run her up where the back porch
was at
And covercl her up with wife's old
spring hat.
By an' by the sun shone an' I took off
t he hat
And made recly to start on a fliverin'
bat.
I turnd on the gas an' the spark an'
the oil
An' het up a kettle of water to boil

To warm up the engin an' gas an'
such like
Then I'd turn on the crank an' away
she would hike.
So I put in the family an' water an' all
An' crankt till I was jes' recly to fall
Fer want of breth, swearin' an' cussin'

an all,
But never a sputter nor splosion was
heard,
Tho I did everything t hat ever I
herd
Could be done to a balkly old /liver
like her ;
An' I dun everything that the family
sed
·would make her explode, but still she
was elect.
So I cal d up the doctor of /livers
down town
An' sed that the ambulance should
cum right down
An' take o ld tin Lizzie to the hospital
shop
An' set her to runnin' t ill she never
would stop.
So they cum and the led me, /liver
an' all
Rig ht down the main street to a hospital stall.
But on the way down, old mule that
she wuz,
Changed her old mind an' st arted to
buzz.
Right then I could see there was no
use of goin'
To the place for sick Lizzies, th e way
she was showin',
So I cut loose the hawser an' went
all alone
Right clown the main street, a rattlin'
an' blowin';
Right down by the g rocery I thought
of rye bred;
My Sat urday's loaf is all redy, I sed,
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So I puld up beside the groceryman's shop
An' got out without askin' ole Linie
to stop.
I run in the store and grabd my
rye bred,
An' hurried right out before Liz went
<led.
But when I cum out of the store with
my bred
A Sherlock was standin' right by
Lizzie's hed.
"She's al ive and alone," wuz t he first
words he spoke,
An' I seen by his eye it was never a
joke.
Sez he, "Yer arrested an' pincht an'
all that
Fer not mindin' the rules of the city
yer at."
I tried to explain how if Lizzie died
The saints only knew how soon she'd
revive.

"Cum right along down to the station," he sez,
"An explain to the jedge, that's nun
of my biz."
So he climbd right in an' we rode
down together
\,Vhere. they put all the crooks an'
drunks altogether.
He cald out a lackey to watch old
tin Liz
While we wuz inside a settl in' our
biz.
I don't think I'm tillin' just what did
occur

In there with the jedge an' the Sherlock no more,
But when I cum out I knew all the
rules
'Bout killin' the Lizzy you can't !em
in school.
But if all the readin' thet ever wuz
done
Cost like that wee bit in good hard
erned n1un,

I'd go to the wood pile an' get me an
ax

2I

An' land on tin Lizzie a few good
sound whacks,
Till I knew sh e'd stay did right t here •
in her tracks
An' not cum to life when a Sherlock
was there
Fer ain't got no ·more of the hard
cash to spare.
A significant change in one of t he
principal features of the General E xercise program is
Faculty
one of the innovaRhetoricals
tions of the present
school year.
For
several years past it has been the
custom fo r each member of the faculty to deliver an address to the
school at the General Exercise period
some time during the year. At the
beginning of the year each member
of the faculty was assign d a date for
appearance.
Originally th ose assignments wer made in alfabetical
order, Mr. Adams always having t he
honor of g iving the first address and
setting the pace. This plan gave the
students
some
chance
to
become acquainted with each member of
the faculy and with his or her interests. The plan, however, had such a
close resemblance to the system of
student rhetoricals in force in the
school that the joke makers among
the students soon a pplied the n ame,
"Faculty Rhetoricals" to the faculty
addresses, and faculty members always seemd to feel that the joke
was more or less "on him" when he
appeard to deliver th e address.
This year, however, no advance assignments of dates has been made
and the plan that is being followd is
to call on different members of the
faculty to address school whenever
some suitable occasion is at hand, or
whenever a member of the faculty
has a real message for the students.
For example: On the day set apart by
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the governor of the st ate as State
F ire P revention Day Mr. Adams, o f
the Chemistry Department, was askt
to discuss fire losses and means of
fire prevention.
Again, Mr. Manchester recently
red a paper before the College Alumni Club of Bloomington, in which he
discust the merits of the p roposed
tax amendment to the stat~ co nstitution and was later cald on to address
the school on the subject o n three
successiv days. In these t hree days
he was able to giv us a thoro discussion of the subject on which we
wer all required to pass judgment on
election day.
Since it is likely that during the
year most members of the faculty
may be cald on to speak to the school,
it may seem that this new plan is
only a slig-ht change, but from the
stan,lpoint of facu lty members, it is
a great change for the better. When
we ar calcl on to speak under this
plan we wil hav the feelin g that at
least some one has the notion that
we hav something oppo rtune and
really imporant to say, and we ,:vil not
feel l ike making apologies for our appearance. U nder this system the faculty addresses wil cease to be the
butt o f student jokes and wil be of
very much greater value.
The issues of the political campain
hav servd to replace some of the more
s terotyped top ics of
Iss ues of the
conversation
and
Campain
discussion among t he
students and faculty
members during the fall ter m to such
an extent that some of the latter class
of topics hav been qu ite neglected.
At this writing many members of the
entering class ar stil quite ignorant
of the many regularly repeated traditions of the school and of the peculiarities and eccentricities of the

members of t he facu lty. It is even
reported that at the end of the first
month some of the F reshmen stil
regarded Mr. :M anchester as the
president of t he school, and thought
tha t Mr. Felmlcy was his private secretary and had as his main duties t he
reading of not ises at General Exercises, looking after the seating of the
students, the yeh<Jw con tracts, and
the like.
The classes in rhetoricals, the
classes in debating, and the various
student organizations hav devoted
much time to a discussion of the issues of the campain. One meeting
of the Social Science Club was devoted to t aking a poll of its members, each member g iving, briefly, his
reasons for voting as h e intended to
vote. Sam L ivingston, who four
years ago was acknowledgd leader
of the Progressivs of the school,
made quite a hit in telling why he
was now back in the ranks of t he G.
0. P. D emocratic students understood
Sam to be placing considerable emfasis on the word back in his staten1cnt.

Straw votes and polls hav been
taken at the different boarding clubs
and finally, o n November 3, a straw
vote was taken by the whole school.
In this vote Hughes receivd a majority of eight votes over the other
three candidates for president, Benson
receiving three votes and Han ly
t wenty-one.
The football season of 1916 opend
with about the usual n umber of veterans on t he squad.
1916
Tones, R itter, Grubb,
F ootball
Hanson, and Perry,
of the 1915 "N" men,
reported for practis at the beginning
o f the season. Placing t hese men in
their old positions, viz.: Jones and
Grubb at the ends, Ritter at tackle,
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Perry at full, a nd Hanson at half, the
coach began looking over the new
material to make up the rest of the
team.
Among the thirty-five men who reported wer : Miller and G. E . Smith,
of the 1915 squad, Dudley an d Lyle
Courtright from the University High
School, Crosby, Rieck, a nd Bennion
from the Normal High School. Unknown was th e footba ll ability of the
rest of the squad, some with a lit tle
experience and some w ith none up to
the present time, t hese nineteen men
ha v been used some timP in the ~,x
games playd: Jones, Ritter, Miller,
Moore, Carlson, Calhoun, Grubb, L.
Courtright, D. Courtr ight, W'esthoff,
Hanson, Perry,
Gillis, M ilstead,
H oover, Reitz, Crosby, McMahon, and
Packard.
The Western Normal School came
for the fi rst g ame. F or some reason
the I. S . N. U . students and players
had the idea that \1./estern was a "weak
s ister" and woul d be easy to defeat.
Consequently the team had to work
hard to defeat Western by a score
of 14 to 0.
The game with Millikin October 14
was disastrous. Millikin has a strong
team this year, as evidenced by the
fact that she has downd all comers,
includin g the Illinois College 1915
champions. After lite score was 28
to 7 in favor of Millikin, the I. S. N.
U. team practically quit a nd Millikin
ran the score to 52 to 7.
Coming back the next week with a
determination to show they could play
football, the team journeyd to J acksonville an d held the 1915 champs to
a 14 to 3 score.
T o t he student organiza tion under
the leadership o f Harry S tewart must
be g iven a good share of the victory
over Bradley on November 4. The
team fe lt that there was something
behind them, that somebody cared
whether the game was won or lost,

and they playd as they felt. The
Bradley game was as good an exhibition of modern football as is ever
seen. The teams wer we! matcht
and p layed all the phases of the game,
old style line bucks, end runs, and
punts, m ixt we! with fo rward passes
and goal kicks. Each t eam secured
a touchdown as t he result of fo rward
passing. Hanson, of the Normal
team, boosted the score to the Normal
w inning point by kicking three goals
from p lacement, Dr. Courtright holding the ball, and the rest of t he team
holding Bradley long enuf to g iv the
ball a good start toward the goal.
Score 16 to 6.
Our old friends from Eureka College, who hav been taking defeats of
fifty or more points t he past few
years, secured reveng e this year b_y
drubbing us 28 to 3. Normal was
han dicap! by the absence of Ritter,
Perry, and Westhoff. Eureka has
succeded in gathering together a
bunch of good football players, who
outplayd us thruout the game.
Charleston came to Normal on November 18 and took the game 24 to 7.
The score does not show t he t rue
story of the game. It was hard fought
all the way. The I. S. N . U. t eam deservs credit for not losing hart. Westhoff and Reitz, reg,,lar halfbacks, wer
unable to play because of injuries receivd in fonner ga111es, and to make
matters worse, son1ebody's knee can1e
so hard against H anson's r ibs t hat h e
was fo rced to leave the game near
the end of the first quarter. As a local
daily stated : "It was a freak game. It
was fu ll of breaks, and the v isitors
got most of t he b reaks."
T he \,\/esleyan game p layd on
T hanksgiving day markt the final
chap ter of the season. After outplaying the \,\/esleyan team thruout the
game until the final quarter, our oppon ents wer finally lucky in getting
away with a long run and made the
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only touchdown of the game and thus
we wer compeld to bow once more to
our old rivals, who, by the way, had
been defeated in every game that they
had playd thi s season. The game was
we! playd on the wh ole, the I. S. N. U.
team having the edge all the way,
except in the one break of luck which
gave the Wesleyans th eir counter.
These inen hav won the "N" for
1916: Jones, Ritter, Miller, Calhoun,
Grubb, D. Courtright, Hanson, Perry,
Gillis, :Milstead, R eitz, Crosby, Packard, \,Vcsth off, McMahon, and Carlson.

One of the most delightful classes
of events in our school life at Normal is that of the
Special
special lectures w~
Lectures
hav from time to
time, deliverd by
prominent men and women who happen to be in our vicinity and ar askt
to speak to us. V\Te hav been excedingly fortunate in this line this year.
On October 24th Dr. David Star Jordan happend to be in Bloomington
lecturing, and was askt to cOme out
and speak to us during the hour just
before noon. Dr. J o rdan has receivd
considerable criticism for his views on
world peace during our recen t Hprcparedness campai gn," and yet much of
the criticism which we hav seen in the
newspapers melts into thin air when
we hear Dr. Jordan present his side
of the issue.
On November 1st Mr. Lincoln J.
Steffens, in a similar way, gave us an
address on the topic, "Troubled Mexico." buring the past two years Mr.
Steffens has b een in Mexico a good
part of the time, and so was able to
g iv us much first-hand knowledge of
the situation. Vv'hilc he made no direct
reference to the issues in the presidential campain, his speech was, nevertheless, the best defense of President

Wilson's policy toward t hat troubled
country that we hav herd.
Mr. Steffens believs that t he numerous rebellions and counter rebellions
in Mexico ar not as many b eliev them
the be, the outgrowth of a mere thirst
for blood _and fighting, but on the contrary, they ar like most other rebellio ns of history, an effort o n the part
of the people and of the leaders of
t he people who believ in the rights of
the common man, to gain the liberty
that is enjoyd by the people of other
more advanst nations. He believs
that the people of Mexico should be
allowd to win this liberty for themselvs, and that t he United States
should n ot attempt to win it for th em.
The new Woman's Dormitory has
been in p rocess of construction since
e rly in July and at
T he New
the present time the
Bilding
out side work is
nearing completion.
The contractor hopes to hav it enclosed before the fine wether breaks
up so that it ca n be co mpleted during
the winter mo nths. Alredy one can
get some idea of how the completed
bilding wil appear, and it adds materially to the appearance of our
group of bil dings. The bilding is
beautifully situated, just south of the
gymnasium bilding, in the midst of a
group of splendid t rees, anp it fits
perfectly into its setting.
F or the past two or three years t he
women of the faculty and the wives
of t he men of the
F a culty Wome n faculty hav endevord
Organize
in one way and an other to encourage
and promote higher standards in the
social life of the school. Hitherto
they hav had no definit organization
for this purpose, but erly in September they met and adopted a constitu-
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tion and elected offisers. Mrs. M. J.
Holmes was elected president; Miss
Parsons was elected vice-president,
and Miss Robb was elected secretary.
In the past, weekly a fternoon teas, to
which the whole schoo l was invited,
hav been held during the winter term.
Under the new organization it is pland
to distribute these events thruout t he
whole year and, possibly, to vary t he
n ature of the events so as to make
them more attractiv.
The Carnegie F oundat,ion has recently made a very thoro study of the
teacher
train i n g
Carnsegie
schools of the counFoundation
try. About a year
ago they completed
a very thoro survey of the teachers
a n d of the schools that prepare teachers in the state of Missouri. With the
data gatherd in this survey as a basis
they ar now undertaking to make
some contribution toward the standardization of normal school curriculutns. Dr. Bagley, of the University of
Illinois, is one of the experts employd by the Foundation and has prepared a number of curriculums for
the training of different classes of
teachers. These ar to be submitted
to the various normal schools and to
other schools that train t eachers for
discussion and criticism. It is hoped
that out of this discussion wil evolv
greater uniformity and greater efficiency in the training of teachers.
On October 26th the presidents of
the five Normal schools of the state
held a meeting at
Normal School Normal to discuss
Presidents Here matters of common
interest to the different schools. The p rincipal matter
of discussion was the appropriations
to be askt for o f the General Assembly at its coming session. This is the

first time that such a meeting has been
held and it is hoped that it wil result
in a more effectiv demand from the
legislature for funds for Normal
school purposes.
The 1916 contest between the Philadelphian and Wrightonian Societies
has at this writing
The
taken the place of
Contest
t he recent contest
between the Democrats and Republicans. One little
skirmish in the form of hockey game
has alredy been decided in favor of
the Philadelphians and as a result, this
society is exhibiting the usual amount
of "chestiness." Possibly there ar
other reasons for this which only
those on the "inside" know, but the
fact is evident from the following
''final statements" from leaders of the
contending forces. Being a Wrightonian, our admiration fo r the modesty of the \¥rightonian prophet is
cquald o nly by our admiration for the
supreme confidence of the Philadelphian.
P hiladelphia
In each contest there can be but one
winner. It must seem a little wierd
to the contestant who loses because
he sees in his work something which
the audience does not, or, at least he
secs the thing more vividly. Little
attention to the loser needs to be paid
here, for I am writing the prophecy of
Philadelphia. I never saw her lose.
Did you? This year, however, we ar
going to \¥in so decisivly that the
judges, or any one else, cannot help
seeing it. Remember the statement:
"We ar go ing to \i\fin,' even if you
forget everything else in this article.
December 22 wil witness the g reatest contest ever held in I. S. N . U., if
signs fail not. Picture a gigantic theater, with the stage set for war. Every
fighter traind for years in his particu1
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lar field and then finish t in the "pink
of form" by three months of strenuous
tra111111g

I 111agine, if you can, a stone

wall, call it the Rock of Gibralter, if
you please, faced by such people as:
\,Villiam B. Geneva, Harry Stewart,
George Evans, Neena Yerkes, Elsie
Freeman, Laura McManus, and Ruth
Cline, backt by scores of Philadelphians who ar every atom Phils.
Docs that sound like a winning
team? Yes, "V,./e all say so." If C onnie lVIack, that genius of t he National
game, had sp ent his y ea rs picking li terary contestants instcd of baseball
players, we <lout if he could hav equald
this selection. Did you ever hear an y
o ne say : "There isn't a flaw in it?"
T hat is the way with the Phil's contest
team. There isn't a flaw in it.
Think what a wonderful combination we hav in our debating tea1n,

Stewart-Geneva. What makes a debating team? Not a debater, but a
team. First, a man who can analyze,
organize, cull out that which is extraneous, then open the debate with
the pep an d enthusiasm t hat wil cause
his opponents to sit with ja,vs apart
and wonder how one srnatl hun1an can
pour forth such a logical, co nvincing,

eloquent discourse. vVho can do this?
Harry Stewart can. Stewart is going
to open the debate that evening and
if you are not there to hear him you
wil miss something which is worth
walking miles to see. Second, next to
a man such as Stewart is, a debating
tcan1 requires son1e one who is
shrewd, reservd, and quick. Yes,
some one who can think "doubly
quick," some one who is bubbling over
with pep and has a mind that work s
like an electric spark. Some one who
,can say more in his final rebuttal argument and still hav time to spare. A
man you cannot even <lout, 1nuch less
disbelieve. But is there such a man in
Normal ? Yes, it is W illiam B. Geneva. H e's there with pep and oratory,

and brains to spare. If you miss hearing Geneva close the debate, you miss
-the most eloquent eulogy that has ever
seald the fate of those two points for
Wrightonia.
After the debate Miss Freeman
sings. Hav you ever herd a record of
•P atti's s in ging? Then you ar in a
good mood to listen to Miss F reeman. "As clear as a bell" docs n ot
half describe it. Bells sound as the
blacksmith's anvil when Elsie sings.
The filterd strains of our cho icest
mocking bird wo uld be quite turbid
as compard with hers. If you m iss
her song, you 1niss sounds that ar un-

cquald by t he vis ionary and a voice
that is clearer than the finest cut gem
i n An1erica.

And t hen Miss Yerkes' essay. Burns
never dreamd of words so choice, so
eloquent as these. Emerson never
theorized in the unknown he only began, it was left for Miss Yerkes to
complete it. When t his as records
shal be told and men its merits shal
review, then shal the charm that held
the old be reguant here within the
new. If you appreciate an essay that
is the acme of good taste in the literary world you cannot afford to miss
th is.
S he reads the choicest ever wrote
by pen. Some people seem to read
between the lines but Mrs. McManus
reads the pin nacles o f thought which
the author never dreamd of. If t he
a uthor of her read ing could only h ear
her, he would declare it was not the
piece he wrote for her', so much
thought, such grace, such ease, all embodied in a single maid. If you miss
her reading, you miss an artistic production.
He speaks-and the heds of Empires
s top to listen for there is something
in his speech and manner that holds
them as a magnet holds steel. It is his
simple eloquence, his power,' his mien.
He has something to tell and it is so
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we! said in such choice words that he
demands attention. vVe do not mean
to discredit Cromwell, Webster, De
Pew, and a host of others, but if they
could but hear him speak on December 22 oratory would at once assume
new standards.
Hush! Is that the sound of strings
o r is it the angels playing? Of course
not, it is Miss Cline practising for the
contest. Vvho ever herd such m elodies or who believd that over tones as
faint as those could be made on our
old piano? If she had some foren
name, such as Zowoskie, Gurndenberg,
or Listz, she would be giving recitals
before famous artists. She's just a
little American girl and her name is
only Cline so she is doing the greater
thing which hasn't so much cash attacht to it-playing for Philadelphia.
Did you ever hear any one say "He
just made that piano talk?" Miss
Cline just makes the piano sing and
if you hear her you wil wonder how
that "old hox" vibrates such precious
melodies. There is music even in her
discords.
So much for the literary contest for
December 22. I want to steal just a
minute of your time to tell you about
the status of athletics. The Phils decided this year that the basketball
pennant has been hang ing in Wright
hall too long. To prove this the Phil
g irls beat the \¥right girls in the first
annual hockey game Thursday, November 16, by a score of 3 to 2. Listen to our basketball lineup :
Boys-Westhoff, Courtright, Jon es,
Ritter, Miller, Thompson, Lathro p,
Stewart, Lutz, and Huffmaster.
Girls- -Woll, Reid, Parks, Ryburn,
Mitchell, Gates, Emunds, H endrix,
Torrens, Murphy, Apple, Ross, Manchester, Bacuerle, Stroman, Baird,
and Green. Can we pick five from
there? "We all say so." If that most
coveted piece of bunting docs not
hang in Phil hall next December it is
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because the universe is against us.
Let us make contest week a homecoming this year. Every Philadelphian
wil hav something to come for and
something to celebrate. With best regards to the older students of I. S. N.
U., we are,
Cordially,
Philadelphians.

Wrightonia
Wrightonia has fo r the 1916 contest two veteran debaters, Mr. George
Ernest Sm ith and Mr. Grover Kerr.
Both ar Seniors and both wer on the
Oshkosh debate last year.
Mr. Harry Owens, a Junior, who
has done work of high g rade, particularly in English, is to represent the
society in essay. Mr. Owens is a
member of the Vidette staff and has
been contributing qui te freely to its
colums.
The piano solo wil be playd by Miss
Augustine, of Bloomington.
Miss
Augustine has done considerable work
in the \;1,/esleyan College of Music
under Miss Otto and Mr. Mayer.
Miss Laura C. Buckley, a new student from Petersburg, is t o si ng.
Miss Buckley has had training in voice
under local instructors.
For contestant in reading Miss Nelly Van Hook has been chosen. Miss
Van Hook formerly resided in Normal but has spent some time since in
the west. She is a graduate of th e
Department of Expression of the
Blooming ton Conservatory of Music
and Expression and has done work in
the Columbia College of Expression,
Chicago.
In oratory the society wil be represented by Miss Grace Sloan. Miss
Sloan won the contest in essay in 1914
and was a contestant for the Edwards
medal in orat ory the same year.
vVrightonia has a great deal of
faith in these contestant s and believs
that win or lose, they wil acquit themselvs in a way honorable to themselvs
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and to the society. vVe ar not boasting but our contestants ar hard at
work and we ar going to wait for the
decision of the judges before we tel
you that the contest is W'rightonia's
or belicv that Philadelphia is going
to win.
Sincerely,
Wrightonians.
Miss Anna E. Swainson, of the art
and design department at the Illinois
State Normal UniMiss Swainson versity, has pre Resigns
sented her resignat io n to th e state
board of education to take effect December 20. Miss Swainson is resigning her position here in order to accept a call to the State Normal school

at Los Angeles, California, in the
same department. The new position
offers a large increase in salary and
many opportun ities not present here.
It has ten new bildings and fifteen
hundred students, all of whom ar
graduates of four-year high schools.
Miss Swainson h as accomplisht
wonders here in bilding up the department of jewelry and pottery and
is exceptionally popular with members of the student body. She prepared for her work at the University
of Missouri and took her master's degree at Columbia University in New
York City. While her friends wil lern
wit h regret that she is to leave th e
University, all wil rejoice with her
in her advancement.
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University o f Chicago I. S. N. U. Club
The first get-together dinner of the
University of Chicago I. S. N . U. Club
was held Saturday evening, November 25, at the "Gargoyle." A real getacquainted session preceded the dinner. Miss Eunice Blackburn brought
the latest gossip from "Old Normal"
as a member of t he "baby class," 1916.
Miss Naana Lynn Forbes gave a group
of readin gs in a most interesting manner. Dean Vv. S. Gray, of the School
of Education, gave a short impromptu
talk on how the educators of the
country regard "Old Normal," and the
value she has to the student. Mr.
George N. Cade then told us in his
characteristic way that he surely
"came to make a speech," and added
to the gayety of the evening. The
next meeting ,is pland for Friday evening, J anuary 12, and all former Normalites in the vicinity of the University of Chicago ar to be welcomd.

Those p resent, and a bit of interest
about them, wer:

Stanislas Arsenau, '14, gcografy in
University College. Teaching in the
Harvard School for Boys.
Mrs. E llen G. Anderson, '06, B. A.
Chicago.
Lillian Anderson, '06, B. Ed. '16.
Studying for M. A. degree in English.
Eunice R. Blackburn, '06, B. E d.,
'16. Studying for M . S. degree in
gcografy.

R. G. Buzzard, U . High '13, Normal
'14, S. B. Chicago '16. Studying for
M. S. degree in geografy.
George N. Cade, '10. Studying in
School of Education.
Lena M. Crum, student at various
periods, last in summer 'IS, Ph. B.
Chicago '16. Studying for A. M. degree in Home Economics. Assistant
in Home Economics in the School of
Educatio n.
Naana Lynn Forbes, ex-faculty
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member. Studying in College of Liberal Arts, class of '17.
Edward S . Freeman, '10. B. Ed. '14.
Studying for A. M. degree in American History.
William S. Gray, '10, S. B. Chicago
'13, M. A. Columbia '14, Ph. D. Chicago ' 16. Instructor in Education and
Dean of the College of E ducation,
University of Chicago.
R. E. Garrett, '14, studying for Ph.
B. degree in Sociology, class of '16.
C. D. Jacobs, '15, studying fo r Ph.
B. degree in Political Economy, class
of '18.
Lee I. Knight, '01, A. B. Illinois, S.
B. Chicago, Ph. D. Chicago. Assistant
Professor of Botany, U niversity of
Chicago.
E dna G. Lake, '14, geography in
University College and teaching seventh grade at Cicero, Ill.
C. D. Lambird, '14, studying in College of Medicine, class of '18.
Lawrence J. Lawson, student I. S.
N . U. summers '14 and '15, studying
in College of Medicine, class of '18.
Lucy Lindsay, '02, studying at the
Academy of Fine Arts and teaching
in Cicero, Ill.
Howard D. Lightbody, '12, B. Ed.
'14. Studying for the M. S. degree in
Botany.
Ida Overbeck, '13, studying for Ph.
B. degree in German and Mathematics, class of '17.
Anna S. Olsen, '13, studying for Ph.
B. degree in Home Economics, class
of '17.
C. K. Russell, student I. S. N. U .
summer '14, studying in the College
of Medicine, class of '1 8.
Mary Ina Seed, '16, studying Geografy in University College and
teaching at Cicero, Ill.
W. Carl Smith, '14, B. Ed. '16, study_ing for A. M. (legree in Sociology.

Alice Quinn, '14, teaching first grade
at Cicero, Ill.
Sincerely,
R. G. BUZZARD,
C. D. JACOBS,
R. E. GARRETT.

ALUMNI NOTES
Alumni at High School Conference
The Hig h School Conference wh ich
is held annually at the University of
Illinois, affords a splendid opportunity
fo r reunions among I. S. N . U . alumni
who ar engaged in high school work
in the state. Whole "flocks" of Normat people may be seen on every corner among the immense gathering of
the Conference, and it is quite noticeable t hat these Normal people tend to
flock together in congenial groups.
It is a great plesure t o us faculty
members who attend the Conference
to meet these congenial groups of
former students and trade campus
news to them for bits of their exp eriences. Among the Conference crowd
we notist the following persons, at

the recent meeting:
P aul Benjamin, ' IS, teacher of agriculture and athletic coach at Bushnell.
Ernest Lightbody, T. C. ' 16, science
teacher in the township high school
at Weldon.
Thomas Lancaster, T. C. '16, principal of the township high school at
Donovan.
Leroy Wurtsbaugh, 'IS, superintendent of schools at Gridley.
Clarence Bonnell, '99, teacher of
science and assistant principal in the
Harrisburg township high school.
George White, T. C. '16, superintendent of schools at Palistine.
Emmet ,;I/heeler, '14, principal of
the township high school at Granville.
Roy Schofield, '15, superintendent
at Beyworth,
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J. Aaron Smith, T. C. '16, teacher of
physics and chemistry at the Urbana
high school.
Anna Stansbury, T . C. '17, science
teacher in the high school at Onarga.
\11/illiam Allan, 'IS, science teacher
at Potomac.
John Garrington, '16, principal of
the township high school at Manteno.
E. G. Stevens, T. C. ' 16, principal of
the township high school at Rankin.
C. v\T. Moore, '15, superintendent at
Minier.

Glenn Griggs, ' I I, science teacher at
Pitts-field.
A. W . Boley, ' 16, superintendent at
Cerro Gordo.
Ruth Pricer, 'IS, teacher of science
and mathematics at the John Swaney
school at McNabb.
Edith Dun n, 'IS, teacher of English
in the township high school at E l
Paso.
L. Ada Krider, '13, teacher of mathematics at ElPaso.
Nellie A. vVeeden, '14, primary
teacher at Varna.
Thomas Birney, '99, superintendent
at Macomb.
Lussette Blevens, '15, teacher at
Heyworth.
Freemont Wirth, student at the U.
of I.
David H . Wells, superintendent at
Litchfield.
C. P. Briggs, H. S. '95, principal of
high school at Rockford.
Glen Harper, '12, athletic coach and
teacher of mathematics at Urbana.
French Petty, '14, ward principal at
Urbana.
Ambrose Perrin, '03, superintendent
at Jacksonville.
Beulah Brown, '15, primary teacher
at Pontiac.
Talmag e Petty, T . C. '14, principal
at Monmouth .
Emma Clinau, T. C. '14, high school
teacher at Urbana.

Harold Tice, '16, superintendent at
Wenona.
C. W. vVhitten, 00, principal of
township hig h school at DeKalb.
Dan Shirk, ' 15, superintendent at
Atlanta.
Oren Barr, T. C. '13 superintendent
at Carthage.
Alumni Notes
1861
The present address of Harvey J.
Dutton is the corner of Grant and
Hig h streets, Springfield, Missouri.
Aaron Gove is working with the
Great \,Vestern Sugar Company of
Denver, Colorado.
1862
Elizabeth Carleton tells us she is
doing sunshine w o rk or playing "Meddlesome Mattie."
James Frederic Ridlon past away
o n t he 23rd of last May.
1863
vVilliam Dennis Hall died Ocober
l, 1914.
The husband of Sarah Jane Gove
Baldwin, E ugene 17. Baldw in, died
November 18, 1914.
1864
Edith T. Johnson, Mrs. John H.
Morley, livs a,t 904 N orth J7ourt h
street, Montevideo, Minnesota.
George Colvin departed from this
life May 9, 1913.
1865
Olinda M. J ohnson, Mrs. Newell T .
Nichols, is at 629 Eastern Parkway,
Brooklyn, New York.
William McCambridg e is connected
with the Division of Correspondence
of the Inter-state Commerce Commission at \11/ashington, D. C.
Hosea Howar d continues to do the
work of an accountant for th e Wabash railroad.
Charles L. Capen renders servis to
his Alma ;wrater as a member of the
Board of Education.
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1866
The home of Helen M. Plato (Mrs.
Wilbur) is at 616 Franklin street,
Geneva, Illinois.
1868
Ann Eliza Bullock livs in Normal,
Illinois.
Henry McCormick, wit h his piesant voice and kindly manner, is always' a welcome visitor when he
chooses to walk in here at school.
1870
Adelaide V. Rutherford's home is at
Girard, Macoupin county, Jllinoi;.
\"Jade Hampton Richardson is a
r eal estate broker in M ilwaukee, vVisconsin.

Cara Elizabeth Higby was ii in October when last herd from here.
Levi T. Regan is the principa l of
the Sher man School in Chicago, Ill.
R. Arthur Edwards livs in Peru,
Indiana.
John H. Parr is the proprietor of a
summer hotel at Castle Park, Mich.
vVilliam Hawley Smith and his wife,
Ellen H insdale Galuska Sm ith, liv at
2039 Knoxville avenue, Peoria, Ill.
Barbara D en ning died May 31, 1910.
Mrs. Adella Nance Shilton's home
is at 218 South E lm street, Kewanee,
Illino is.
1875
5666 Cabanne avenue, St. L ouis,
Missouri, is the present ad dress of
R obert L. Barton.
J ames Ellis w r ites that he is resting
after many years of toil.
Benjamin F. S tocks livs in Ga r den
City, Kansas.
The address of Margarita McCulloug h (Mrs. Frank Sander s) is 502
West Van Buren s treet, Ottawa, Ill.
Henrietta A. vVatkins is helping at
the Baby Fold in Norma l, Ill .
James N. ,Mosher farms and raises
stock at H artford, Kansas.
1876
Lewis C. Dougherty li vs at 1138
Second avenue. Rock Island, Ill.

Claudius B ligh Kinyon continues
his work of physician and sur geon and
teaches in the University of Michigan
at Ann Arbor, Michigan.
William Harvey Chamberlain, principal and superintendent of the Cyrus
H . McCormick School in Chicago, has
completed forty-eight years of teaching.

1877
730 Buena avenue, Chicago, lll., is
the addr ess of Lau ra Sudduth.
Mary Alma Anderson livs a t 608
B r oadway, Quincy, III.
Nettie V. Cox (Mrs. Francis M.
Smith) is the home keeper at 2731
\"Jest Thirtieth street, Des Moines,
Iowa.
Geor ge L. Hoffman practises law at
Mt. Carr oll, Ill.
How would you li ke to eat some of
the fruit raisd at the home of \~lilmas
Edith Varner (Mrs. J oseph E . Metzger, Geyserville, California?
Selina M. Regan (Mrs. Daniel G.
H1111ter) now livs at Wilmington, Ill.
Richard G. Bevan farms a t Atlan ta,
Illinois.
Fremont Charles Blandin is a drugg ist in Rutland, I ll.
Albert Snare is the principal of th e
U nion High School in Bellevue, Nebraska.
1878
Edwin H. Rishel has livd in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, since 1907.
Theodore ~ling Peers died May 9,
1913.
George I. Talbot writes that he has
four boys and one girl. (all republicans) .
Osei J. Bainum, of Paxton, Ill.,
takes an activ interest in public library work for he was the Secretary of
the Public L ibrary Board at Olney,
111., 1887-97, and has been president
of the Carneg ie L ibrary Board 1902
to date.
1880
M echanical and electrical e ng ineer-
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ing is Herbert McNulta's work.
The home of ,May Hewett (Mrs.
Rudolph R. Ree<\er) is stil at Hastings-on-the-Hudson, New York.
The present address of Lilian M.
Brown Mrs. Eugene P. Fairchild) is
Still River, Massachusetts.
\;yoodman R. Marriet has been vicepresident of the Capron State Bank,
fo r fifteen years.
George Kimball Smith died at his
country home in St. Louis county,
Missouri, on August 8, 1916.
1881
The address of \lvendall F. Puckett
is 302 Schweiter Building, Wichita,
Kansas.
H elen Middlekauff is a student in
the University of Chicago.
Nathan T . Veatch livs at Atchiso n,
Kansas, where he is superintendent
of schools.
Celia S. Mills is farming at Gage,
Oklahoma.
The present occupation of Bronson
Bayliss Beecher is the buyin g of cotton.
J ames B. Estes has lectured in
many cities and states on education
and educational systems, the principles and practis of life insurance, city
government and state affairs, the fundamentals of business, and the Church
as a civic force .
The ad dress of Belle Hobbs, (Mrs.
E . A . Gastman) is 464 ·west North
street, Decatur, Illinois.
Last year Carrie G. Rich retired
fro111 teaching .
1882
fo'rank L. Williams is a lawyer at
Clay Center, Kansas.
George vV. Reeder is mining at
Hesperus, Colorado.
The present address of Murray McCheyne Morrison . is Hood River,
Oregon.
Lettie J. Smiley (Mrs. Charles E.
Fraser) livs at Plainfield, Illinois.
Louisa M. Scott (Mrs. Donald K.

Campbell) is the president of the Woman's Home Missionary Society of
t he Bloomington Presbytery.
4540 North L incoln street, Chicago,
Illino is, is the address of Lilian \~I.
P illsbury (Mrs. William S. Gates).
Martha L. Powell is the p rincipal
of the Long school, Omaha, Nebraska.
1883
Carrie E lla Smith (Mrs. Charles
Hall Turner) livs at Mt. Sterling, lll.
"Plan of Inspection for Ch ild-Carin g Institutio ns" and "Standards o i
Child-Care in Institutions for Dependent Children" hav been edited by
Rudolph R. Reeder.
76 Soldiers' Place, Buffalo, New
York, is the address of Mary Hub ba rd (Mrs. William R. Heath).
The present address of May M.
Parsons (Mrs. J. H . Glntfelter) is
229 Cherry avenue, Oshkosh, Wiscon sin.

Ada L. Parsons livs in Vvoodstock,
l llinois, at 481 West Jackson street .
Mac Frances D owney (Mrs. H erbert M. Cox) is now living in Normal,
Jllinois.
William Herbert Higby d ied July
10, 1913, at Ottawa, Illinois.
Edward F. Parr is interested in municipal and corporation bonds.
George H owell past away N ovember 19, 1913.
John N . vVayman writes that he
likes the Alumni Quarterly wit h the
exception of the "abnominable spelling."

J. Montgomery Humer is now the
principal of the Ridgeley school in
Springfield, Illinois. T he present year
is his twelfth year of servis in teaching in that city.
Mary E. Kuhn (Mrs. A. B. Kipp)
livs in Normal, Jllinois.
John L. Hall has publisht "Tables
o f Squares," "Structural Slide Rule"
and the "Theory of Reinforced Concrete J oists."
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1884
The vice-president and manager of
the Larkin Company in Buffalo, New
York, is William R. Heath.
Harriet M. Montgomery (Mrs.
Herman W . McClure) livs in Atlanta, Illinois.
Annie Hendron (Mrs. Frederick S.
Smith) is secretary of the Carroll
County Sunday School Association
and Probation Officer of the Juvenile
Court.
Clarissa E. Ela is teaching in the
art department of the Illinois State
Normal University.
In 1913 Nathan A. Harvey publisht
"Elementary Psychology" and in the
following year "Feelings of Man."
1885
5956 West Lake street, Chicago,
Illinois, is the present address of
Mary Joice Adams and Sue P. Adams.
Cornelius S. Tarbox is a florist in
Chicago.
Helen Antoinette Dewey is the principal of the Lowell school at Grand
Junction, Colorado.
Alexander Cation is the proprietor
of the Walla \~;alla Lumber Company of Walla ·walla, Washington.
Ruby C. Gray (Mrs. Charles J ordan) 111anages 2. n1otion picture
theater.
J ohn Hamlin Clotfclter is the principal of the Oshkosh Normal Training School at Oshkosh, 'Wisconsin.
1886
J ohn H. Fleming is teaching and
fanning at Rapid City, Michigan.
Paterna Road, Santa Barbara, Californ ia, is the address of Cora Maria
Rowell (Mrs. Albert Clyde O lney).
Charles W. Hart is practicing law
in Seattle, \1/ashington.
Samuel D. Magers livs at 347 East
Hewitt avenue, Marquette, Michigan.
213 Normal avenue, Illinois, is the
present address of Margaret H. J.
Lampe.
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Thomas Owen Moore teaches mathematics and bookkeeping in the Ottawa Township School at Ottawa, Illinois.
Theodora Gildemeister is the author of the 1915 Minneso ta Course of
Study for Elementary Schools.
Edwin S. Coombs is a thirty-two
degree Mason.
1889
Cora F. Philbrook's home is at
200 South Main street, Normal, I ll.
Charles M. Fleming livs in Shelbyville, Ill.
The present address of Margaret H.
Brown (Mrs. vVilliam A ldrich) and
William Aldrich is 528 Morgan street,
Keokuk, Iowa.
1890
Charles Vernon McReynolds is a
fruit g rower in California.
Harry C. Metcalf is teaching political science in Tuft's College, Massachusetts.

H ono r Hubbard (Mrs. Louis B.
Easton) livs in Anaheim, California.
Charles Alonzo Perkins is engaged in fruit g rowing in Washington.
"Mod ified Rickets in Children"
and "Care of W ounds Inflict by
Rabid Animals" h ave been publisht
by Dr. Lyman W. Childs.
John William Hall has edited numerous articles in "Atla n tic E ducational Journal" and in the "Elementary School Teacher."
Rudolph H. H. Blome is the president of the N orthcrn Arizona Normal School at Flagstaff, Arizona.
An article written by Laurie Henshaw Frazeur wil be publish! in the
"11fountaincr ~{agazine" of Seattle
in December.
Julia M. Case (Mrs. Christian W.
Barth) livs at Paw Paw, Ill.
Frank E. King tells us that he is
farming and orcharding. He livs
near Geneva, Ohio.
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Mary Lou \Nhitney (Mrs. F . W .
Meadows) writes that her present occupation consists of household du ties
and club work.
Margaret C. Power is the assistant
principal of the Township High
School at P ontiac, Ill.
Cor a M. Porterfield teaches Latin
and Greek in Lindenwood College.
St. Charles, Missouri.
1891
John Harrington Cox has written
·'Literature in the Common Schools,"
"I(n ighthood in Germ and Flower,"
"A Chevalier of Old France," "Folk
Talks of East and West," and "Siegfried."
Lilian Thompson (Mrs. Cyrus J .
Tucker) livs at 509 'West Decatur
street, Decat ur, Ill.
James J. Ferguson has written a
few mus ical pieces for the public
s chools for which he has been superintendent.
Charles Crawford vVilson is tlie
principal of the Lincoln High School
of Jersey City, New Jersey.
Dr. Casper G. Hanawalt has edited
"lvliscellaneous Poems."
Maude Root is teach ing in Chicago.
James B. Pollock is a member of
the B otanical Society of America and
the American Society of Naturalists.
Kate E. Conover (Mrs. Fred \•V.
Heidel) is national superintendent of
the Sabbath Observance Department
of the \,1/oman's .Christian Temperance Un ion and State President oi
the \,1/oman's Home Missionary Society of the Methodist E piscopal
church.
William 13. Moulton is a lawye r,
1205 Borland Bilding, Chicago, Ill.
1892
F lorence J . Clark livs at 423 South
Second street, DeKalb, lll.
The present address of Bella L.
Cook (Mrs. James Clement Ambrose)

is 204 East A lhambra Road, Alhan1b ra, California.
Francis G. Blair continues to be
State S uperintendent of Public Instruction in I llino is.
Mary E . Maginnis is a primary
teacher in Chicago.

Lewis William Colwell is a member
of the Chicago Philosoph ical R oun d
Table.
G. Charles Griffiths is managing offise r at the St. Charles School for
B oys at St. Charles, Ill.
Anna Gilborne teaches at Clay
Center, N cbraska.
Jessie Peasley (Mrs George A.
Scot t) is housewife at 2946 Montclair avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Minnie vVhitham is the principal
of the \ •V illiam Bcye School in Oak
Park, Ill.
Mack M. Lane livs in Crete, Ill.
Edwin L. Boyer is the principal of
the Bloomington Township High
School at Chicago He ig hts, Ill.
1893
Dr. Paul Ernest Grabow is a member of the Chicago Medical Society
and the Ame rican Medical Association.

\l,lilliarn Sherman Pierce tells us
that his present occupation is "Tak~
i11g it easy."
John De lmar Murphy is the pastor
of the P resbyterian church of Brookston, Indiana.
W illiam Samuel Wallace livs in Savana, Ill.
Mae Cook died in P asadena, California, o n May 7 1914.
Mrs. Kate \,Vhite livs in Brocton,
111.
Dr. Archibald Alcorn is a member
of the Chicago Medical Society, the
Illinois Medical Society, the American
M cdical Association, and the A merican Medical Association of Railway
Surgeons.
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James H. Forrester is an attorney
in Taylorville, JI!.
W illiam l3urgess E lliott is a farmer
at \¥illiamsfield, Il l.
Jude Eve ret te Davis is teaching in
Chicago.
The present address of the Revere n d William H . Arbogast is 211 West
Seminary a'(enue, Bloom ington, Jll.
1894
F rederick DeLos Barber is t he editor and a joint author of a book ent itled, "First Course in Gen e ral
Science," publisht in 1916.
Albert Smith Hanna livs o n Cherokee avenue, Hollis, r ew York.
E va Belle H ouser is farming the
old home place at Randolph, Ill.
Cora Belle Barney (Mrs. John A ustin Bellows) is a member of the Education and Home Departments of the
Evanston vVoman's Club and the Ken ilworth \ ¥oman's Club, and is a member of t he North western University
Guild.
The address of Anna Ethe lyn Gaylord is 6441 Har vard avenue, Chicago ,
Ill.
Charles C. Miller is a travelin g
salesman for the Robeson Cutlery
Company.
J ohn A. H. Keith con tinues to be
th e preside nt of the State Normal
School at Oshkosh, \¥isconsin.
Mary Josephin e Mc Caffe rty (Mrs.
\•V. A. Grove) livs at Kokomo, Ind.
1895
John William Fisher is farming
near Muskogee, O klahoma.
The present address of Mabel V,linslew Barrett is 216 Center street,
\¥heaton, Ill.
Samuel B. Hursh is the vice-president of the \ ~lestern Illino is State
Normal School at Macomb, Ill.
Andrew H u tton Melville is a member of th e American Sociological Society and of the Wisco nsin Conference Board of I ndustrial Educat ion.
Clyde Reual Travis teach es jn the
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State Nor mal School in Mayville,
North D akota.
William E . Hedges is the principal
of the Jackson Sch ool in Chicago, Ill.
Henry Hugh Edmun ds continues to
!iv in Clinton, I ll., where he is the
superin tendent of schools.
Fred Russell McMurry's address is
\ ¥estwood, New Jersey.
The present address of D r. \ ¥ illiam
Ross Coth e rn is 11 22 West T hird
avenue, \¥aterloo, Iowa.
Mary Bertha Boulter teach es seventh grade work in Chicago.

Anna 13. Schulte has leav of absence from teaching in St. L ouis, Miss ouri, until January, 191 7.
1896
The p resent address of Elizabeth
T . Schaeffer (Mrs. Frank L . Bondurant) is Sumner, Niissou ri.
J ohn Thomas vVilliams Page is a
bank cashier in Newburg, North Dakota.
Ma ry Minerva Steagall is a n assistant in biology in t he Southern I llino is Normal University at Carbondale, Ill.
E ll a Mabel Harris (Mrs. Adolph S.
Edwar ds) livs at 2514 Sixth avenue,
Moline, Ill.
The address of F rank Smit h Bo,gardus is Terre H aute, In diana.
vVi lliam Herman D iedrich Meier,
of F ramingham Center, Massachusetts, has written "I-Ierbarium and
Plant Description," "Plan t Study,"
"Ani1nal Study/' "School and Home
Gardens," "V,l hen an d \ Vhat to
P lant," and "Course of Study in
School and Home Gardens."
The present address of F lora Evangeline Campbell (Mrs. E . V. Peters) is
420 Broadway, Flush ing, Long Isla nd.
Paul Harris Lehman is the president o f the His tory, Civ ics, Social
Science Department of the North Dakota Historical Association this year.
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Alumni Notes
Howard D. Lightbody, T . C. '14,
who for two years was teacher of
science in the high school at Warsaw,
ill., is study ing at th e University of
Chicago the present y ear. He is majoring in botany and wil practically
finish t he work for the A. M. degree
at the end of the winter quar ter.
Lida D . M ix, '09, is residing at 5519
Univers ity avenue, Chicago. Miss Mix
receivd the Ph. B. degree from the
University of Chicago in March, 19 15.
H . D . \,Vaggon er, '02, receivd the
Ph. D. deg ree from the University of
Illin ois last June and is now hed of
·the department of biology in Macaleste r College at St. Pa ul, Minnesota.
Ethel Cooper, '13, who for two
years after graduation taught science
in the high school at Chenoa, Ill., finisht the work for the bachelor's deg ree at the University of Chicago last
June, and is now assistant in the biology department of the n or mal s choo l
at Stevens Point, vVisconsin.
Warren H . Rishel, '97, is superinten dent of schools at Springerville,
Arizona. He was formerly located at
San Bernardino, California.
L . Ada Kreider, '13, is teaching in
the township high school at El Paso,
Illinois.
Ceo. B. Kendall, '04, is stil teaching
agriculture in the normal school at
Moorhead, Minnesota.
George Appel, '08, graduated from
the Medical College of the University
of Il linois las·t June and is now servin g as interne in one of the Cook
county hospitals. He was valedictorian of his class, servd as president of
his freshman class and as president
of the Thereputic Society of t he col,lege.
Mr. and Mrs. E . B. Smith, both of
the class of '88, ar stil living at 5474
Greenwood avenue, Chicago. Mrs.
Smith writes t hat t h e Quarterly grows

more attractiv with each nun1ber, and
that they always welcome its arrival.

Mrs. Eva Pennel Brown and daughter, Beulah, 'JS, ar living at Pontiac,
Ill., where the latter is teaching.
Mr. Lee Yoder, T . C. '15, h as recently accepted a position with the
U. S. \ N'eathe r Bufeau at Sioux City,
Iowa.
Mr. H a rry L. Andrews, '13, who for
tl.,e past two years has been teacher
,:,f biology in the high school at Monmouth, Ill., has recently resignd his
position to accept a s imilar, but much
better, position in the township high
school at Cicero, Ill. Since leaving
Normal, Mr. Andrews graduated from
the Univer sity of Illinois, whe re he
was a favorit s tudent in the Ento•
mology department. He has been
continuing his work in this line in
s ummer schools and expects to finish
the work for the A. M. degree before
long.

Mr. Walter Eller, 'IS, who, for a
little more than a· year has been teaching science at the high school at Mason City, Ill., has resign d his posit ion in the State Normal S chool at
River Falls, Wisconsin. For one of
his duties in his new p osition, he is
to organize and direct a brass band
composed of students, and besides
t his wil teach algebra and arithmetic.
Miss Winnifred Ridgley, H . S. '16,
has accepted a position with the Co-burn Players for th e current year.
She spent part o f last summer with
the troupe, having a part in the famous play, Yellow Jacket. She recently
went to New York to b eg in the work
of rehersals for the season's ,our.
The company wit appear on the Normal campus as usual next year on t he
4th and 5th of July .
Almeron vVarren Smith li vs at
P landome, Long Island, New York.
John Henry Gray has written many
papers in economic publica tion s, es-
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pecially in reference to public utilities.
Joab H. Kasbeer continues to !iv in
Denver, Colorado.
Thomas M. Kilbride is clerk of the
State Board of Pafdons in Illinois.
Emily H. Parker •ays that she retired from teaching in June of 1916
and is now doing many things that
she has wanted to do all these years,
and for which she has not had time.
Hanan McCarrel is a stockman at
Kinderhook, Illinois.
Charles F. Philbrook livs in Bisbee, Arizona, where he is sup erintendent of schools.
Washington is the address of Ellen
Reid (Mrs. Ovid A. Byers).
Louise L. Babcock (Mrs. John H .
Albrecht) g ivs farmin g as her occupation.
Francis M. Richardson has publisht
theses on "English in f'irst and Seco n d Primary Y cars11 and on "Liinita-

tions in the Use of the Concrete in
Instruction."

Florence M. Gaston ( Mrs . Edmund
B. Smith) livs at 5474 Greenwood
avenue, Chicago, Illinois.
Elijah Needham is engaged in insurance work.
The address of Nettie S. Hunter is
Stonington, Illino is.
MARRIAGES
Diemer-Monson
On Septemer 4, 1916, Miss Hattie
Marie D iemer, '13, was united in marriage to Rev. Mr. Charles Monson, of
Potomac, Ill. The wedding took place
at the bride's home in Pontiac, Ill.
After g raduation at the I. S. N . U.,
Mrs. Monson taught for one year in
the high school at Litchfield, Ill., and
was principal of the township high
school at Ellis, Ill. Before coming
to Normal she had graduated from
the township high school at Pontiac,
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and had taught for several years in
the schools of that city.
Rev. Mr. Monson is the pastor of
the M. E. church at Potomac. He is
a graduate from the Potomac University at Washington, D. C., and has
been for ten years, a member of th e
Jllinois Conference.
Waugh-Brower
Miss Rose \/Vaugh, H. S. '94, was
united in marriage to Mr. John
Brower at Berkersfield, California, on
June 15, 1916. T hey ar at home at
Button Willow, Calif.
Cavins-White
Miss Grace Cavins, 'II, and Mr.
, ~Tilmer A. ,;1/hite wer married at the
home of the bride's parents at Mattoon, Ill., on July 17, 1916. Mrs.
White graduated from the household
science course at Normal a nd fo r the
past several years has been teaching
her specialty in the high school at·
Charleston, Ill. The couple ar at home
at 212 East Forty-second street, Chi-cago.
Wright-Wil'Son
Mr. J ohn B. vVright, '05, was united
in inarriage to Miss Fannie E . Wilson

at Janesville, Minnesota, on J une 19,
1916: They ar at home at VJ'est brook,
Minn., wh ere Mr. Wright is engaged
in teaching Agriculture. After leaving
Normal Mr. Wright finisht a course
in Agriculture at the University of
Jllinois.
Harper-Jacobs
On October 14, 1916, Miss Lois May
Harper, '15, of Glasford, Ill., was
united in marriage to Mr. "Wilber M.
Jacobs. The couple ar living at Madison, ,;visconsin.
Yeck-Kirkwood
Miss Emily Lavina Yeck, a popular
member of the class of 1915, was recently married to Mr. Rodger Kirkwood, of Lawrenceville, Ill.
Mr.
Kirkwood has a position in a bank.
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DETHS
D eth of Mrs. Carter H a rris
Many alumni w il regret to !em of
the death of Mrs. Carter H arris,
wh ich occ urd at her home in Normal on November 7. For so many
years Mrs. Harris was practically the
official cateress fo r t he institutio n,
serving the banquets for the l iterary
societies and other important occasions. In this capacity she was almost as w e l known to the student
body as members of the faculty.
Mrs . Harris' maiden name was Ida
May Gates. S he was bo rn in Jackson,
Tennessee, in 1858, and came to ::-.ormal in 1879. For ten years s he livd
w ith the family of Professor Thomas
1'.vietcalf, and in 1889 was married to
Mr. H arris. Since her marriage she
has been much in demand as a
cateress, not on ly by the U niversity
and its various organizatio ns. hut
by many people in );ormal and Bloomington a nd s urrounding cities. In
fact her fina l illness was h rought on
by overwork in trying to fill the many
engagement s that came to her.

Her husband is her sole surviving
relativ, altho she had many friends in
Jackson, Ten n., whom she visited frequently during her li fe at Normal.
Mr. Harris is left practically without
any relativs but he has the sincer e
sympathy of a host o f friends in his
great sorrow. H e is stil serving as
jani tor for one of the bildings of the
U niversity.
Thomas Yates
The deth of M r. Thomas Yates,
who was the husband of Margaret
Triplet, H. S. '07, on December 5, wil
come

as a

shock to n1any alun1n i.

Mrs. Yates wil he r e memberd as a
niece of President Felmley, a nd a ve ry
attractiv and popular student. She
marr ied M r. Yates s hortly after her
g raduation at Normal and t hey had
been living at Griggsville, Ill., since
Mr. Ya tes was a g raduate of the University o f Illinois - and the possessor
o f considerable welth. His deth was
due to meningitis resulting from an

o pe r ation.

